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The image features a person walking 
down a path in a park, surrounded by 
a forest of tall trees. The person 
is wearing a backpack and 
appears to be enjoying his time in the 
park. The scene is captured in a 
vibrant, colorful painting that highlights 
the beauty of the natural environment.

The image features a man standing 
in the middle of a road, surrounded 
by a forest of tall trees. The man 
appears to be wearing a black 
shirt and is positioned near the 
center of the scene. The trees are 
lush and green, creating a serene 
and natural atmosphere.

The image depicts a man walking 
down a path in a park, surrounded by 
a beautiful forest filled with tall trees. 
The sky above him is clear 
and blue, creating a serene 
and peaceful atmosphere. 
The man appears to be enjoying his 
time in the park, possibly taking a 
leisurely stroll or engaging in some 
outdoor activity. 
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An exquisite two-tier birthday cake, with the upper layer decorated with a gorgeous sugar-carved crown and the lower layer decorated with gorgeous sugar flowers.
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What is in the bottle?

The bottle contains water.

But l want to drink beer 
now, what should I do?

If you want to drink beer 
instead of water, you can 
replace the water bottle 
with a beer bottle. 

Where is the beer?

The beer is in the beer bottle, 
which is sitting on the table 
next to the water bottle.

Who is carrying a ring?

The man is carrying a ring.

Who is carrying a ring?

The woman is carrying a ring.

loss

Figure 1. Usage of our proposed Alpha-CLIP. Our Alpha-CLIP can seamlessly replace the original CLIP in a wide range of tasks to
allow the whole system to focus on any specified region given by points, strokes or masks. Cases marked with are generated with the
original CLIP. Cases marked with are generated with our Alpha-CLIP. All cases shown here are made simply by replacing the original
CLIP of the system with a plug-in Alpha-CLIP without further tuning.

Abstract

Contrastive Language-Image Pre-training (CLIP) plays
an essential role in extracting valuable content information
from images across diverse tasks. It aligns textual and vi-
sual modalities to comprehend the entire image, including
all the details, even those irrelevant to specific tasks. How-
ever, for a finer understanding and controlled editing of im-
ages, it becomes crucial to focus on specific regions of in-
terest, which can be indicated as points, masks, or boxes
by humans or perception models. To fulfill the require-

∗ Equal contribution. † Corresponding author.

ments, we introduce Alpha-CLIP, an enhanced version of
CLIP with an auxiliary alpha channel to suggest attentive
regions and fine-tuned with constructed millions of RGBA
region-text pairs. Alpha-CLIP not only preserves the visual
recognition ability of CLIP but also enables precise con-
trol over the emphasis of image contents. It demonstrates
effectiveness in various tasks, including but not limited to
open-world recognition, multimodal large language mod-
els, and conditional 2D / 3D generation. It has a strong po-
tential to serve as a versatile tool for image-related tasks.
Our project is with codes and models available is linked to
https://aleafy.github.io/alpha-clip/ .

This CVPR paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision Foundation.
Except for this watermark, it is identical to the accepted version;

the final published version of the proceedings is available on IEEE Xplore.
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Domains Components Tasks Methods Advantages over the original CLIP

Image Recognition
Alpha-CLIP

Zero-shot Classification
Zero-shot REC -

Superior classification accuracy
Excellent region-text comprehension ability

Alpha-CLIP + SAM Data Engine for OVD Detic [71] Higher OVD mAP

MLLM Alpha-CLIP + LLM VQA, Captioning BLIP-2 [25], LLaVA-1.5 [29]
Region-focused captioning / VQA
Eliminating hallucinations
Reducing model bias

2D Generation Alpha-CLIP + Diffusion Image Variation BLIP-Diffusion [24]
Controllable generation
Enabling subject-driven generation in complex images

3D Generation
Alpha-CLIP + Diffusion Generalized Image-to-3D Point-E [34] Rectifying absent parts

Alpha-CLIP + NeRF Optimized Image-to-3D PureCLIPNeRF [22] Improved 3D optimization results

Table 1. Downstream tasks of Alpha-CLIP and their advantages over the original CLIP

1. Introduction

Recent advances in Contrastive Language-Image Pre-
training (CLIP) [16, 38] and its diverse variants [8, 27, 50]
have established a robust framework for extracting seman-
tically coherent features from both images and texts. These
features aim to capture all the semantic details within im-
ages, exhibiting potent representation capabilities and ex-
ceptional generalizability, making them versatile in a va-
riety of downstream tasks, such as open-world recogni-
tion [5, 11, 57, 59, 60], Multimodal Large Language Models
(MLLMs) [4, 15, 23, 25, 29, 30, 36, 51, 66], and 2D / 3D
generation [17, 22, 24, 33, 34, 39, 63].

While CLIP captures the content of the entire image, it
is also crucial to focus on the regions of interest to enable
a finer understanding [14, 18, 21, 37, 48, 72] and control-
lable content generation [22, 33, 46, 55]. These regions can
be specified by points, masks, or boxes via human interac-
tion or perception models (e.g., SAM [19], GLIP [26] and
proposal networks [65]).

To fulfill the demands of downstream tasks, researchers
have attempted to acquire region-focused CLIP features us-
ing two primary strategies. The first method is to exclude
non-relevant areas by cropping the regions of interest into
distinct patches [5, 49, 68, 69] or applying masking to the
irrelevant parts of images [28], features [28, 55], and atten-
tion masks [60, 70]. However, this approach disrupts (in
cropping) and omits (in masking) contextual information,
which is crucial for precise image understanding and rea-
soning. The second method is to highlight the regions of
interest by circles [47] or mask contour [61] on the images
fed to CLIP. Although user-friendly, it changes the origi-
nal content of the images, which will result in undesirable
recognition and generation results (cf. Fig. 2).

To achieve region focus without hurting original image,
we propose Alpha-CLIP, which improves CLIP [38] by in-
corporating regions of interest through an additional alpha
channel input. Along with the RGB channels, the intro-
duced alpha channel enables the Alpha-CLIP to focus on
designated areas while maintaining an awareness of the con-

textual information. While initialized with the CLIP [38]
model, the training of Alpha-CLIP still requires a large set
of region-text paired data. By harnessing the Segment Any-
thing Model (SAM) [19] and multimodal large models for
image captioning, such as BLIP-2 [25], we develop an ef-
fective pipeline to generate millions of region-text pairs that
are readily convertible to RGBA-text data. After training
with a mixture of region-text pairs and image-text pairs,
Alpha-CLIP can focus on the specific regions while main-
taining the visual recognition accuracy of CLIP [38].

Alpha-CLIP can enhance CLIP across a wide array of
downstream tasks, applying a plug-and-play methodology
that permeates diverse domains, spanning from perception
to generation in 2D and 3D applications, as shown in Fig. 1
and Tab. 1. Specifically, 1) Image Recognition: Alpha-
CLIP not only maintains the visual recognition ability of the
original CLIP but also boosts the capability of region-based
recognition. Specifically, when provided with ground-truth
region to focus on, Alpha-CLIP achieves 4.1% improve-
ment in top-1 accuracy on zero-shot ImageNet classification
task. This superior region-based recognition ability helps
downstream tasks like Referring Expression Comprehen-
sion(REC) [49] or serves as data engine for Open Vocabu-
lary Detection(OVD) [71]. 2) Serving as vision backbone
for MLLM: In conjunction with a large language model,
Alpha-CLIP becomes capable of facilitating region level
captioning and VQA within a MLLM framework. This inte-
gration significantly mitigates the occurrences of hallucina-
tions (e.g., black shirt) and diminishes model bias (e.g., man
carrying a ring). 3) 2D generation: When integrated with
a diffusion model, Alpha-CLIP enhances the controllability
of BLIP-Diffusion [24] in image variation tasks. In addi-
tion, it enables the extraction of subjects from complex im-
ages for subject-driven generation, surmounting an obstacle
encountered when deploying BLIP-Diffusion with the orig-
inal CLIP, which only supports single subjects in simplistic
images. 4) 3D generation: In addition to the capabilities in
2D generation, Alpha-CLIP exhibits proficiency in 3D gen-
eration as well. It can be effectively deployed in conjunction
with a diffusion model, such as Point-E [34], to enhance the
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disrupt context
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Figure 2. Alpha-CLIP vs. other methods of region-focusing for image generation using BLIP-Diffusion [24]. The fine-grained region
focusing ability of Alpha-CLIP produces better results than these methods that adopt the original CLIP.

quality of 3D object generation. Additionally, it can be uti-
lized with NeRF [32], exemplified by PureCLIPNeRF [22],
to optimize the creation of superior 3D objects.

In summary, we propose Alpha-CLIP, which equips the
original CLIP model with the capability of region aware-
ness. Through fine-tuning on millions of RGBA region-text
pairs, Alpha-CLIP demonstrates significant advantages over
the original CLIP across various tasks, including but not
limited to image recognition [38, 49, 71], multimodal large
language models [25, 30], 2D generation [24, 39] and 3D
generation [22, 34].

2. Related Work
Empowering CLIP with region awareness. To enable
CLIP [38] to disentangle regions from the whole image for
more targeted processing and understanding, various meth-
ods have been explored in the field of segmentation. Among
them, MaskCLIP [70] uses a 1x1 convolution layer to ex-
tract CLIP’s final 2D features to obtain semantic informa-
tion for different regions. SAN [59] trains a side network
alongside CLIP to assist the model in local semantic percep-
tion. MaskCLIP [7] and ODISE [57] use attention masks
to make CLIP focus more on local regions. These meth-
ods do not alter the weights of the CLIP model itself. Re-
gionCLIP [69] generate region box-text pairs for local re-
gion and fine-tune CLIP model for box level recognition.
MaskAdaptedCLIP[28] generates mask-text pairs for local
masks through a pseudo-labeling process and fine-tunes the
CLIP model to make it more adaptable to masked images.
MaskQCLIP[60] fine-tunes attention layer for new mask
[CLS] tokens to make it more fit for mask object classifica-
tion. These two methods attempt to enhance CLIP’s ability
to focus on local features and exclusively fine-tune CLIP on
specific downstream datasets, resulting in poor generaliza-
tion ability beyond detection or segmentation tasks.

Another approach is to change the input image by sim-
ply cropping or masking the image to leave only the fore-
ground object. ReCLIP [49] and OvarNet [5] crop the orig-
inal image using bounding box from object proposal net-
work [65] and are applied on Referring Expression Compre-

hension and Open Attribute Recognition tasks. MaskAdapt-
edCLIP [28] sets the background area to pure color in
pixel space and uses the masked image as input for open-
vocabulary segmentation. However, the valuable context
information is lost except for using complex post-process
proposed in ReCLIP [49]. Some other approaches prompt
the CLIP by modifying the input image, guiding CLIP to
focus on the area of interest. For example, Red-Circle [47],
FGVP [61] use a circle or mask contour to tell CLIP where
to focus. Overall, the quality of these approaches that
change the original content of input image is heavily contin-
gent upon the symbols in CLIP’s pre-training dataset. An-
other limitation is directing modification of images causes
a domain gap with CLIP pertaining images. Unlike previ-
ous approaches that rely on segmentation or changing the
input image, our Alpha-CLIP incorporates an additional al-
pha channel, which does not change the image content and
preserves the generalization performance (cf. Fig. 2).

Region-level image annotation. Existing CLIP models are
pretrained on large-scale datasets like LAION-400M [44]
and LAION-5B [45], while fine-grained mask-level labels
are not available due to high manual labor costs. Recently,
Kosmos-2 [36] introduced a pseudo-labeling pipeline that
uses the pre-trained GLIP [26] model to automatically gen-
erate fine-grained pseudo-labels of region boxes and their
associate expressions. By using this pseudo-labeling base-
line, Kosmos-2 releases the GRIT dataset and equips multi-
modal model [15] with local perception capabilities. Simi-
larly, the All-Seeing [54] project also generates fine-grained
text labels via the pseudo-labeling pipeline. Meanwhile, the
recent SAM [19] model is trained on massive vision modal-
ity data with strong zero-shot abilities for downstream tasks
like box-to-mask conversion and automatic mask genera-
tion. These developments have made it possible to gen-
erate pseudo-masks with region captions at a large scale
and have opened up the potential for greater adjustments
to CLIP for region-level recognition. Therefore, We build
upon GRIT[36] and SAM [19] to propose a method for gen-
erating RGBA region-text pairs from grounding data.

CLIP in MLLM. At the age of Multi-modal Large Lan-
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Figure 3. The pipeline of our data generation method and model architecture. (a) Our method generates millions of RGBA-region
text pairs. (b) Alpha-CLIP modifies the CLIP image encoder to take an additional alpha channel along with RGB.

guage Models (MLLMs) [1–4, 15, 23, 25, 29, 30, 35, 36,
66], CLIP [38] has been widely used as the vision back-
bone for its semantic representative feature and promis-
ing scalability. To make MLLM focus on the specific re-
gion, Kosmos-2 [36] uses millions of region-caption data
to train the model with the guidance of box corner points.
GPT4ROI [67] propose to apply the ROI Align [13] opera-
tor on the CLIP image feature to refer to the specific region.
GLaMM [40] further adds an extra region encoder. Dif-
ferent from previous methods that only support box-level
focusing and rely on training additional networks, our work
achieves more fine-grained mask-level region focusing and
merely uses the CLIP model.
CLIP in 2D image variation. CLIP image encoder is
widely used in 2D image variation (e.g., DALLE-2 [39],
Diffusers [53] and IP-Adapter [63]) to achieve better quality
or controllability. As for subject-driven image variation pi-
oneered by DreamBooth [42], extraction of pure single ob-
ject feature from the whole image is more important as the
following method ELITE [55] proposes to use feature-level
masking to eliminate background information to generate
better subjects. Similarly, BLIP-Diffusion [24] uses text to
extract the most relevant object features. All these subject-
driven image variation methods require the image to have a
single foreground object in the center of the image and can-
not achieve variation by focusing on user-specified objects
in more complex images while maintaining original context
information. Such limitations highlight the importance of
our Alpha-CLIP that enables subject-driven generation in
complex scenes and achieves user-defined region focusing
in image variation tasks.
CLIP in 3D generation. Some existing 3D object genera-
tion methods involve CLIP [38] model. In diffusion based
3D generation, Point-E [34] uses the point cloud diffusion
model to generate the point cloud directly conditioned by
the CLIP feature from a single view image or text. Another
approach in the field of text-to-3D is pioneered by Dream

Fields [17], which uses the CLIP model to provide super-
vision loss. Following works include PureCLIPNeRF [22],
CLIP-Mesh [33], CLIP-Forge [43] and Dream3D [58] also
use CLIP image encoder to extract rendered image features.
Our Alpha-CLIP can enhance CLIP in 3D object genera-
tion, enable Point-E with user-defined region focus abil-
ity and help optimization based text-to-3D models to yield
high-quality generation results.

3. Method
This section describes the data pipeline and framework of
Alpha-CLIP. As illustrated in Fig. 3, we first design a data
pipeline to generate RGBA-region text pairs data (Sec. 3.1).
Using our generated data, we then train our Alpha-CLIP
with additional Alpha-channel inputs (Sec. 3.2).

3.1. RGBA Region-Text Pair Generation

To fine-tune the CLIP model with an additional alpha chan-
nel input, we first design a data generation pipeline (cf.
Fig. 3a) to create millions of RGBA-region text pairs. Our
d pipeline consists of the following two components.
Grounding data pipeline. As depicted in the upper part
of Fig. 3a, this branch is dedicated to generating region-
text pairs, which include natural images with foreground al-
pha channels and corresponding referring expressions for
specific regions. The natural images are from the GRIT
dataset [36], which employs GLIP and CLIP to automati-
cally extract labels of box region-text pairs. Building upon
GRIT, we take a further step of generating mask region-text
pairs. Specifically, we use SAM [19] to automatically gen-
erate high-equality pseudo-masks for each box region.
Classification data pipeline. As illustrated in the lower
part of Fig. 3a, this branch is utilized for generating region-
text pairs where the foreground objects are highlighted
while the original background is removed. We employ the
ImageNet [6] dataset for this purpose. Firstly, we use SAM
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to automatically generate several masks for each image in
ImageNet. Subsequently, we crop the foreground object of
each mask, center it, and enlarge it. CLIP is then used to
calculate scores with the corresponding class label of the
image to which each mask belongs. Following this, we
sort the masks by class based on their scores and select the
top-ranked masks with the highest scores. Regarding the
text component, to ensure that the caption for each mask is
not merely the ImageNet [6] class label, we place the fore-
ground object on a pure white background. Then we use
BLIP-2 [25] to annotate these masks with captions. Finally,
we merge the fine-grained ImageNet class label with the
image-specific captions generated by BLIP-2 [25], result-
ing in millions of RGBA region-text pairs.

3.2. Alpha-CLIP

Model structure. Our Alpha-CLIP implements subtle
structural modifications to the CLIP image encoder to pre-
serve CLIP’s prior knowledge. In the CLIP image encoder’s
ViT [9] structure, an RGB convolution is applied to the im-
age in the first layer. As shown in Fig. 3b, we introduce
an additional Alpha Conv layer parallel to the RGB Conv
layer, which enables the CLIP image encoder to accept an
extra alpha channel as input. The alpha channel input is set
to range from [0, 1], where 1 represents the foreground and
0 indicates the background. We initialize the Alpha Conv
kernel weights to zero, ensuring that the initial Alpha-CLIP
ignores the alpha channel as input.

Training method. During training, we keep the CLIP text
encoder fixed and entirely train the Alpha-CLIP image en-
coder. Compared to the first convolution layer that pro-
cesses the alpha channel input, we apply a lower learn-
ing rate to the subsequent transformer blocks. To preserve
CLIP’s global recognition capability for full images, we
adopt a specific data sampling strategy during training. We
set the sample ratio, denoted as rs = 0.1 to occasionally
replace our generated RGBA-text pairs with the original
image-text pairs and set the alpha channel to full 1. Please
refer to the supplementary for ablation studies such as the
number of unfreeze Transformer blocks and value of rs.

Alpha-CLIP for downstream tasks. After the training,
Alpha-CLIP possesses the capability to focus on a speci-
fied region and controlled editing. Alpha-CLIP can enhance
CLIP’s performance on various baselines in a plug-and-play
fashion, across various downstream tasks like recognition,
MLLM, and 2D/3D generation (see Tab. 1 in Sec. 1).

4. Experiments
Data. We train Alpha-CLIP on RGBA region-text pairs us-
ing grounding data pipeline from GRIT-20m [36] for zero-
shot ImageNet classification. We combine it with 460k
RGBA region-text pair from ImageNet [6] using classifi-

Methods ViT-B/16 ViT-L/14
Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5

Original CLIP [38] 66.48 88.90 73.48 91.60
MaskAdaptedCLIP [28] 57.86 79.12 63.50 86.34

Red Circle [47] 65.37 88.68 73.37 92.09
MaskCLIP* [70] 67.86 89.40 77.04 93.39

Alpha-CLIP(ours) 68.89 90.51 77.41 94.45

Table 2. Zero-shot classification on ImageNet-S [10]. When
given the foreground object on the alpha channel, our Alpha-CLIP
significantly improves zero-shot classification and surpasses pre-
vious baselines such as MaskCLIP [70].

Model Alpha Map Top-1 Top-5

CLIP [38] - 73.48 91.60

Alpha-CLIP
whole image 73.37 91.75

rectangular box 75.62 93.34
mask 77.41 94.45

Table 3. Zero-shot classification on ImageNet-S [10] with dif-
ferent alpha map levels. Alpha-CLIP is comparable to the orig-
inal CLIP when the foreground mask is not available, and further
boosts the performance with rectangular box or mask alpha maps.

cation data pipeline to train Alpha-CLIP for other tasks in-
cluding REC, OVD, region-level captioning, 2D image vari-
ation, and 3D generation. Ablation on data volume and mix-
ture of data are in the supplementary material.

4.1. Alpha-CLIP in Image Recognition

Zero-shot image classification. We select the ImageNet-
S [10] dataset for zero-shot classification analysis, which
comprises 919 classes with semantic segmentation annota-
tions selected from ImageNet-1k. We prepare the image-
level semantic segmentation masks as the alpha chan-
nel input. We select representative baseline methods de-
signed for making CLIP focus on the specific region:
MaskCLIP [70], MaskAdaptedCLIP [28], and Red Cir-
cle [47]. Note that MaskCLIP is designed for mask gen-
eration rather than recognition. We make necessary mod-
ifications to MaskCLIP to adapt it for the recognition task
(please refer to the supplementary for our implementation
details). We use the mean of per-class accuracy as the eval-
uation metric.

Tab. 2 presents the zero-shot classification comparison
on ImageNet-S validation set. This experiment effectively
demonstrates that when provided with a foreground object
mask through the alpha channel, our Alpha-CLIP generates
visual features that are more focused on the foreground ob-
ject, leading to better image-level classification compared
to the original CLIP and other baseline approaches. It is
worth noticing that Although MaskCLIP [70] achieves good
results without needing to fine-tune the CLIP model, it is
not directly compatible with methods that require the whole
feature map instead of just the [CLS] token. This limita-
tion is particularly relevant when considering methods like
BLIP-2[25], BLIP-Diffusion [24], LLaVA [30] and Point-
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Method RefCOCO RefCOCO+ RefCOCOg
Val TestA TestB Val TestA TestB Val Test

CPT [62] 32.2 36.1 30.3 31.9 35.2 28.8 36.7 36.5
ReCLIP [49] 45.8 46.1 47.1 47.9 50.1 45.1 59.3 59.0
Red Circle [47] 49.8 58.6 39.9 55.3 63.9 45.4 59.4 58.9
Alpha-CLIP 55.7 61.1 50.3 55.6 62.7 46.4 61.2 62.0

Table 4. Comparison with state-of-the-art on zero-shot REC.
We report top-1 accuracy (%). Replacing CLIP in ReCLILP [49]
with Alpha-CLIP outperforms other zero-shot approaches on most
datasets, including Red Circle[47], ReCLIP[49] and CPT[62].

E [34]. In contrast, our Alpha-CLIP is more general and
can be applied to these approaches effectively.

We also evaluate Alpha-CLIP in scenarios where the
foreground mask is unavailable. As shown in Tab. 3, when
foreground prior is not available, we set alpha channel in-
put to all one. We observe that the recognition ability of
Alpha-CLIP (second row) remains on par with the original
CLIP (top row). When provided foreground box (third row)
or foreground mask (bottom row), Alpha-CLIP can signifi-
cantly improve classification accuracy.

Zero-shot referring expression comprehension. In ad-
dition to the zero-shot image classification task, we also
conducted experiments on zero-shot Referring Expression
Comprehension (REC). zero-shot REC is the task of localiz-
ing objects in an image given a textual reference expression
in a zero-shot manner. We follow previous works to select
the RefCOCO [64], RefCOCO+ [64], and RefCOCOg [31]
datasets for evaluation. We select three representative ap-
proaches CPT [62], ReCLIP [49], and Red-Circle [47] as
our baselines. We replace the CLIP model in this task with
our Alpha-CLIP. Specifically, we use object proposals pre-
dicted by a pretrained detector [65] and employ SAM to ob-
tain masks for each proposal. Instead of cropping the object
by bounding box, we input the original image with an al-
pha map into our Alpha-CLIP. This modification has proven
beneficial in preserving global contextual information as we
find cropping only lead to worse result. Please refer to the
supplementary material for more implementation details.

As shown in Tab. 4, Alpha-CLIP achieves competi-
tive zero-shot results on the REC task, surpassing ReCLIP
and RedCircle by an average of 6.8% and 3.0% accu-
racy across RefCOCO, RefCOCO+ and RefCOCOg bench-
marks. The experimental results demonstrate that Alpha-
CLIP enhances CLIP’s ability to focus on the relevant re-
gion and such enhancement is also beneficial for the REC
task that requires image-text understanding and reasoning
capabilities.

Open vocabulary detection. The Open-Vocabulary Detec-
tion (OVD) task aims to detect novel classes that are not
available during training. Detic [71] is a pseudo-labeling
baseline that proposes to use the ImageNet dataset for
OVD. Specifically, Detic first trains the detector on the base
classes of LVIS [12], then uses the detector to generate

Dataset mAPnovel mAP

Detic-ImageNet 24.6 32.4
MaskImageNet (ori CLIP) 27.9 32.5

MaskImageNet (Alpha-CLIP) 28.6 32.9

Table 5. Open-vocabulary detection on OV-LVIS [12]. Us-
ing MaskImageNet and our Alpha-CLIP can significantly improve
mAPnovel on novel classes.

pseudo bounding boxes on ImageNet. These pseudo boxes
may cover the novel objects and help improve the detec-
tor’s performance in novel classes. Such a semi-supervised
pipeline is not data-efficient and Detic uses 1.2M images
from ImageNet in the OV-LVIS [12] benchmark.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of Alpha-CLIP on
OVD, we transfer the top-ranked ImageNet (460K) into a
collection, dubbed as MaskImageNet. Specifically, we ap-
ply our data generation pipeline, as detailed in Sec. 3.1
to generate pseudo-labeled bounding boxes and foreground
masks for each image. We replace the ImageNet used
in Detic’s pseudo-labeling steps with our MaskImageNet.
We also remove the background category loss and adjust
the blending ratios of LVIS and MaskImageNet. Exper-
imental results are presented in Tab. 5. Compared to
the Detic baseline using ImageNet (top row), The second
row demonstrates that using our MaskImageNet already en-
hances OVD capabilities. Furthermore, our Alpha-CLIP
(bottom row) further improves OVD performance. Remark-
ably, our method (460K in MaskImageNet) is more data ef-
ficient than Detic (1.2M in ImageNet).

4.2. Alpha-CLIP in MLLM

We replace CLIP used in BLIP-2 [25] and LLaVA-1.5 [29]
with our Alpha-CLIP to make MLLM directly focus on
user-defined region in vision-language tasks such as region
level captioning and VQA.
Region level captioning. As shown in Fig. 4, simply re-
placing CLIP with Alpha-CLIP enables MLLM to generate
captions more focused on user-defined areas. In the third
row cases about the telephone and mushroom, the original
CLIP generates the wrong caption. This error may arise
due to the CLIP vision feature mixing different objects and
their properties in images with too many foreground ob-
jects. Alpha-CLIP guides MLLM to generate the correct
caption by providing the area to focus on. We also visu-
alize the CLIP attention map marked in the upper right to
confirm our findings. More visualizations and implemen-
tation details of the attention map are in the supplementary
material.

Besides qualitative results, we also provide the quan-
titative region level captioning results of Alpha-CLIP
with LLaVA-1.5 [29] on Visual Genome [20] and Ref-
COCOg [31]. We fine-tune Alpha-CLIP+LLaVA-1.5 [29]
with vicuna-7b [52] on these datasets with the same set-
ting in [40, 67] and task prompts in [67] is adopted. Alpha-
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A knife on a cutting board A bowl of sause 
on a cutting board

Sliced cucumbers
 on a cutting boardA knife on a cutting board

A red mushroom on a tableA red telephone on a table

A boat is docked next to a pier A white tower 
on a pier next to the water

A group of street lights 
next to a body of water

A green telephone on a table

What is in the bowl?

The bowl contains
 apples and eggs.

What is in the bowl?

The bowl 
contains flour.

What is in the container?

The container is filled with
meat, specifically chicken.

The image features a red sculpture of a 
creature,  poss ib ly  a  dragon or  a 
monster,  with a pair of red 
glasses on top of its head. 
The glasses are placed in 
such a way that they appear 
to be part of the creature's 
head, giving it a unique and eye-
catching appearance. The sculpture is 
positioned on a table, drawing attention 
to its vibrant colors and interesting 
design.

The image features a unique and 
co lor fu l  scu lp ture  o f  a  c reature , 
possibly a dragon or a dinosaur, with 
a long neck and a fire-like pattern 
on its body. The sculpture is standing 
on a white surface, which could be a 
table or a wall. The creature's 
neck is  e longated ,  a n d  i t 
appears to be wearing glasses, adding 
a whimsical touch to the artwork. The 
overal l  design of the sculpture is 
v isual ly  st r ik ing and capt ivat ing, 
making it an interesting piece of art.

The image features a unique and 
creative sculpture of a fire-breathing 
dragon or a creature with flames 
coming out of its head. The 
sculpture is made of a combination of 
red and black colors, giving it a striking 
appearance. The dragon is standing on 
a table, and it appears to be a part of a 
larger artistic display. The sculpture's 
intricate design and the use of vibrant 
colors make it an eye-catching piece of 
art.

Alpha-CLIP in LLaVA

Alpha-CLIP in BLIP-2

Figure 4. Some results of Alpha-CLIP used in MLLMs The up-
per half is image captioning result with BLIP-2 [25]. The first col-
umn is the original CLIP generated captions. Other columns repre-
sent the outcomes of Alpha-CLIP with highlighted region marked
in red. The lower half is region focused VQA and image caption-
ing result with LLaVA-1.5 [29].

CLIP image encoder is kept frozen with LLM fine-tuned
to adapt region caption format. Results are shown in
Tab. 6. Alpha-CLIP+LLaVA-1.5 achieves competitive re-
sults over the baseline methods, even surpassing previous
expert models like GPT4ROI [67] and GLaMM [40] with
ROI Align [13] or additional region encoder structure pre-
trained on a large volume of region-text pairs.

Model RefCOCOg Visual Genome

METEOR CIDEr METEOR CIDEr

GRIT [56] 15.2 71.6 17.1 142.0
Kosmos-2 [36] 14.1 62.3 - -
GPT4RoI [67] - - 17.4 145.2
GLaMM [40] 16.2 105.0 18.6 157.8
Alpha-CLIP+LLaVA [29] 16.7 109.2 18.9 160.3

Table 6. Performance of Alpha-CLIP in region level caption-
ing. We report METEOR and CIDEr metrics on Visual Genome
and refCOCOg Datasets.
Region based VQA. MLLM can chat with users with sim-
ple reasoning. In this scenario, alpha channel input can act
as the visual prompt defined by the user to highlight specific
regions of interest. As shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 1, the user
can simply use stroke to tell MLLM the referring object or
regions to focus on. More visualization results of VQA with
Alpha-CLIP are in the supplementary material.

4.3. Alpha-CLIP in image variation.

Alpha-CLIP can be used in most image variation models
that use CLIP image encoder [24, 39, 53, 55, 63]. For
example, BLIP-Diffusion bridges CLIP [38] and stable-
diffusion [41] with Q-former to generate and edit 2D im-
ages controlled by text. Since BLIP-Diffusion [24] is a
typical method that maintains subject information, we use
BLIP-Diffusion to demonstrate the effectiveness of Alpha-
CLIP. By introducing Alpha-CLIP, we can add an addi-
tional set of vision prompts to allow the model to focus on
specified regions for 2D generation. We replace the ViT-
L/14 model in BLIP-Diffusion [24] with Alpha-CLIP while
keeping the other parts unchanged. We set the empty text
prompt to make results irrelevant with semantics. As shown
in Fig. 1, Alpha-CLIP with alpha map on highlighted ar-
eas enables BLIP-Diffusion to generate region-focused re-
sults. We also compare our Alpha-CLIP with other CLIP
region-focused approaches such as image cropping, pixel-
level image masking, red circle, and feature-level masking
(Please refer to supplementary for implementation details).
As shown in Fig. 2, image cropping can not solve the occlu-
sion problem. The red-circle solution will change the im-
age content. Neither pixel-level nor feature-level masking
can convey original background information. In contrast,
our Alpha-CLIP that prompts CLIP with fine-grained re-
gion mask solves the above problems and generates cleaner
results while maintaining original background information.
More visualizations are in the supplementary material.
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4.4. Alpha-CLIP in 3D Object Generation.

Alpha-CLIP can also apply to 3D Object Generation. We
test it in two different approaches: 1) Point-E [34] that is a
diffusion-based method for image-to-3D, and 2) PureCLIP-
NeRF [22] that is an optimization-based approach for text-
to-3D.
Alpha-CLIP in Point-E. Point-E [34] can achieve image-
to-3D through conditioning diffusion model with CLIP im-
age feature. We replace the CLIP ViT-L/14 image encoder
of the Point-E base-40M model with our Alpha-CLIP. We
demonstrate that Alpha-CLIP is helpful in two cases: 1)
When Point-E generates the point cloud with some parts
missing, users can highlight the missing part in the condi-
tion image to remind the diffusion model to pay more at-
tention to that part and fix this missing parts problem. 2)
Users can highlight the part that needs to be emphasized on
the 2D image. Point-E will spend more points on the high-
lighted part (with 1024 points in total in the base model).
The results are shown in Fig. 5 with more results in the sup-
plementary material.
Alpha-CLIP in PureCLIPNeRF. We input the rendered
images with alpha channels obtained from density integra-
tion of NeRF [32] into Alpha-CLIP. When optimizing the
object with Alpha-CLIP, the gradient can flow back from
the alpha channel to help generate better results. As shown
in Fig. 5, we find that PureCLIPNeRF generates objects that
closely align with the provided textual prompts(especially
bolded text) in terms of shape and color when replacing
CLIP with Alpha-CLIP. Furthermore, there is an enhance-
ment in the overall coherence of the generated objects, cou-
pled with notable aesthetic qualities. We attribute this phe-
nomenon to Alpha-CLIP’s enhanced capability in optimiz-
ing density parameters of 3D representations directly and
focusing only on the foreground area, which helps to gener-
ate an object that is more coherent and closely matches the
input text.

Background augmentation in PureCLIPNeRF [22] inher-
ited from Dream Fields [17] is a vital step to improve the
consistency of objects, making them less diffuse compared
to the first column in Fig. 5. However, this process is time-
consuming as each augmented image has to go through
CLIP to get optimization direction. We thus test the capa-
bilities of Alpha-CLIP without background augmentations.
Results are presented in the second column of Fig. 5. We
observe that in most cases, using Alpha-CLIP without back-
ground augmentation produces objects that are clearer and
better aligned with the given text than the original CLIP
with 2x faster speed. Quantitative results and More visu-
alizations are in the supplementary material

5. Conclusion
In this work, We propose the Alpha-CLIP model, which
introduces an additional alpha channel to specify the re-

A Baroque church with ornate reliefs on the walls, 
soaring vaults and domes, and rich gold decorations throughout.

A beautifully carved square fountain with an ornate statue standing in the center.

A porcelain plate displays juicy meat, broccoli and brown toast.

Alpha CLIP

BackAug

Alpha CLIP

BackAug

Alpha CLIP

BackAug

Alpha CLIP

BackAug

Alpha-CLIP in PureCLIPNeRF

Alpha-CLIP in Point·E

Figure 5. Results of Alpha-CLIP in 3D generation. The top part
shows 3D point clouds generation using Point·E [34]. The first
row displays objects generated by the original CLIP. The second
row illustrates the results of Alpha-CLIP, with highlighted areas in
red. The bottom part shows 3D objects generated by PureCLIPN-
eRF [22]. The CLIP model is replaced with Alpha-CLIP, and tests
are conducted with and without background augmentation.

gions of interest. Trained on millions of RGBA region-text
pairs, Alpha-CLIP not only exhibits excellent region-focus
capabilities but also ensures its output space remains con-
sistent with the original CLIP model. This consistency al-
lows seamless replacement in various downstream applica-
tions of CLIP. We demonstrate that when prompted with
specific regions of interest, Alpha-CLIP shows improved
zero-shot recognition abilities and verifies its usefulness in
many downstream tasks. The applications of CLIP extend
far beyond the scope of this article. We hope that Alpha-
CLIP will be applicable in more scenarios when foreground
regions or masks are available.
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